
 

 

Abstract—This paper, proposes an architecture for automatic 
sorting of books by robots exploiting the rich database of books from 

the cloud. The whole project is divided into two basic components - 
the android component and the robot interface. The two components 
work hand-in-hand with each other to enable sorting and placing of 
books 

The android component scans the barcode of a book and sends it 
to the cloud (using Google Books API) for information retrieval. The 
information it receives from the cloud is then used to decide the 
navigation of the robot. After segregating the book into different 

types, it communicates with the robot over Bluetooth serial data 
transmission to send the shelf number. The robot has a Bluetooth 
module that receives serial data, i.e. number, from the android phone. 
It then grabs the book, lifts it up, and then moves the book to its 
corresponding shelf. After keeping the book in its shelf, it returns 
back to its default position 

Hence the books are sorted according to their barcodes and 
arranged in shelves by a robot. 

 

Keywords—Android, Barcode Scanner, Boebot, Cloud 

Computing (CC), Cloud Robotics (CR), Library Assistant, ZXing 
Barcode library 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OWADAYS,everything has become computerized in this 

fast-paced world. People try to minimize time in 

everything that they do. Manual labor has been getting 

replaced by computers and machines for optimal and quick 

work. But the problem is that not all manual labor has been 

substituted by machines. One of such a problem lies in 

libraries. A library is a storehouse of books where it is very 

difficult to manage a huge quantity of books. Sorting books 

has always been done manually, hence increasing the time and 

labor. 

This problem has led to people devising multiple solutions 

to help libraries function better. Despite all the efforts of 

research, sorting and arranging books in shelves automatically 

has not been achieved successfully.  

Barcodes: A barcode consist of parallel lines with different 

widths and spacing between these lines. There are various 
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types of barcodes. They are broadly divided into three 

categories: Alpha-numeric, Numeric-only and Dimensional. 

Numeric-only are further classifies into: UPC-A, EAN-13, and 

Codebar. In this paper, we use EAN-13 (European Article 

Numbering). 
 

Cloud Robotics: The idea of robot connecting with cloud 

was presented by JamesKuffner[2][14]. It improves robot‟s 

working in human environments. A shared network resource 
makes robots more scalable [18]. There are four basic 

sequences of robotic actions: 

 Data capturing by the robot. 

 Data processing on cloud servers. 

 Applying processed data. 

 Sending feedback to the server. 

 

Cloud robotics enabled the robots to store and retrieve in 

cloud thereby increasing the capacity of information contained 

in robots. ROS[1][17][20] helps to develop robotic 

applications and Cloud Robotics helps us to maintain them. 
Since ROS is easy to use and flexible enough, it can be 

deployed instead of other meta-operating systems. Code 

created for one robot can be reused in another using Cloud 

Robotics [15]. The open source code of ROS[16] enables a 

community to work together around a common hardware 

platform. FutureRobots[6][13] using Cloud Robotics will act 

as a thin client. They will use cloud to storage and do bulk of 

the processing need. They will also have access to shared 

intelligence. 
 

Boebot: The Boebot is a robot built by Parallax Inc., 

focusing on the activities and projects for students. The 

Boebot performs the four basic robotic tasks: 

 Could examine sensors input and get the knowledge of the 
surrounding world. 

 Could decide the course of action from the sensory inputs. 

 Could move to the desired direction. 

 Could pass and get information with its user. 

II. OVERVIEW  

Barcode scanners are applications that recognize optical 
symbols called barcodes. They can be written as software 

codes and utilized in specialized hardware. There are many 

optical barcode scanners available in the market, which are 

either pre-programmed, or programmable. Creating a barcode 

scanner for an inbuilt android camera was already 
accomplished by many different developers. Applications like 

Scandit have been developed to scan barcodes. This 

experiment uses ZXing barcode scanning library and the 

Cloud-Enabled Robotic Framework as a Library 
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barcode scanner application from the Google play store[11] to 

scan barcodes in the book and retrieve the information from 

the cloud. 

A computerized crane system for library retrieval system 

(LRS) was first used in 2010 at San Francisco State University 

[10]. It comprises of big cranes that glide horizontally and 

vertically to access a vast system of storage bins.  

Since a library retrieval system had already been implemented, 

the main task was to fill the gap between what it did and what 

it couldn‟t do. In order to develop cheap prototype, Android 

device [9] was decided to be used as a controller for BEOBOT 

over costly fully functional robot. The inbuilt camera in 

devices was used as a barcode scanner, which reduced the 
need of an extra optical barcode scanner [8]. 

All of these meant that the experiment needed to bridge two 

different programming platforms [7]. Even though the field of 

robotics is constantly growing and better performing robots 

are made every now and then, they are still not available to 

those people interested in robotic research. The robots and its 

software are still complex and expensive. But, android is built 

in such a way that it can be reached by millions of people very 

easily, and with little cost. 

Nicolas Oros and Jeffrey L. Krichmar[9], have mentioned 

about android-based robots. A team of enthusiast developed 
open source platforms for Android phones that can be used to 

control different robotic platform. Various examples have 

shown that Android phones could be used as an onboard 

computer for the existing robots. Robots Everywhere, a open 

source software to control the robots for Android based robots 

[12]. 

Google Inc. has also developed android robot libraries [3]. 

Some libraries called Cellbots for Android and Python have 

been already listed out [4]. So, the gap between android and 

robotic applications could be bridged so as to create an 

application that could make the two technologies work hand in 

hand to sort library books. Android applications can be created 
to control robots and make them perform many other tasks in 

the future. 

III. DESIGN STRATEGY 

The architecture of this experiment is divided into two 

components – the android interface and the robotics control 

system (Boebot). 

The android interface recognizes books in the library by 
scanning their barcodes with the help of a barcode scanning 

library. After scanning the barcode, it gets the ISBN and sends 

it to the cloud i.e. Google API for information retrieval. Then, 

the cloud sends back the entire information related to that 

particular book (if found), and the necessary details to be kept 

are chosen i.e. author name and title of the book, in this case. 

According to these details, the android application categorizes 

books into different categories. After segregating the book into 

a certain type, it communicates with the robot over Bluetooth 

serial data transmission to send the shelf number. The Boebot 

moves forward to grab the book and move it to its correct 

shelf. After keeping the book in its shelf, it returns back to its 
default position, and the process repeats until all the books are 

sorted and arranged in different shelves. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Architecture of automatic books sorter 
 

Therefore the problem is divided into subparts. The first 

subtask is to recognize books according to their barcodes. For 

which the ZXing scanner library in android programming is 

used. The ZXing scanner library makes use of the barcode 
scanner app to scan barcodes in the EAN-13 format. The next 

subtask is to get book details and use it to sort the books. To 

achieve this, the system is connected Google Books API with 

a private key. The author name and book title from the cloud, 

according to which books have been categorized of the same 

author in one category, is obtained. Next, a connection is 

established between the android applicationsto the Boebot. For 

this, Easy Bluetooth module is mounted to the Boebot and 

connected to it from the android device. The other subtask is 

to make the Boebot move according to the movement 

instruction sent by the android application. For that, the 
information sent via the Bluetooth to get the Boebotis used to 

grab the book object and move to its correct shelf with the 

help of its wheels. 

Detection of objects was done with the help of an IR LED 

that is placed at the center-front of the BoE-Bot. Right behind 

it is an IR sensor that detected the radiation reflected from the 

object detected. The IR (Infrared) LED and sensor is used to 

emit and detect the radiation in the Boebot respectively. 
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Fig. 2 Flowchart of automatic books sorter 

IV. TESTING THE BOEBOT 

The main parts of the boebot were already conncted to the 

chassis.But still , at the time of experiment, it was necessary to 

make sure that the servomotors are properly alligned and 

connectied to the chassis. Calibration of the servo mototr was 

done using the BASIC stamp program. 

Initially beobot is communicated using the serial cable. This 

form of communication is used in the centering of the 

servomotors. Wireless communication was established 
between Android device with an inbuilt bluetooth and  boebot 

with the wireless communication card on the Boebot, the Easy 

Bluetooth module (eb500)[19]. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

The project is implemented using two different 

programming paradigms. One is the android programming 

language using “Eclipse editor” for the android application; 

and the other one is PBasic programming language using 

“Basic Stamp2” for programming the microprocessor in the 

robot. Pseudo codes for all the modules are written below. 

A. Pseudo code for boebot 

START 

move - A word variable to get the type of book 

RX – A constant for receiver 

Baud – A constant for baud rate 

irDetect – A bit to detect an obstacle 

pulseLeft – A word variable to move the left wheel 
pulseRight – A wordvariable to move the right wheel 

counter – A wordvariable to store the counter value 

pulsar – A wordvariable to check if it is the first time 

pulseGrip – A wordvariable to move the gripper 

moves – A wordvariable to store the total number of moves 

Signal Program Start/Reset 

SET pulsar to 1, pulseGrip to 500, moves to 0 

REPEAT 

OUTPUT 38.5Khz frequency 

INPUT irDetect from pin 0 

IF irDetect = 0 THEN 
SET pulseLeft=750, pulseRight=745, pulseGrip=1000 

ELSE 

SET pulseLeft=750, pulseRight=745, pulseGrip=1000 

Increment moves by 1 

END IF 

PULSOUT pulseLeft to pin 13, pulseRight to pin 12,  

pulseGrip to pin 14 

PAUSE for 12 ms 

IF irDetect = 0 THEN 

IF pulsar = 1 THEN 

FOR counter = 1 to 30 

PULSOUT 650 to pin 13, 850 to pin 12 
PAUSE for 20 ms 

Increment moves by 1 

NEXT 

SET pulsar = 0 

END IF 

EXIT 

END IF 

UNTIL irDetect != 0 

SET irDetect = 1 

Placer: 

INPUT serial data over RX 
STORE data in „move‟ 

FOR counter = 1 to 100 

PULSOUT 1000 to pin 14 

NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to moves 

PULSOUT 850 to pin 13, 650 to pin 12 

PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

IF move=1 THEN 

FOR counter = 1 to 45 

PULSOUT 750 to pin 13, 850 to pin 12 
PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

YES 

NO 

START 

BOEBOT SEARCHES FOR BOOK 

BOOK 

FOUND? 

STOP THE BOEBOT  

OPEN THE ANDROID APP 

SCAN THE BARCODE ON THE BOOK  

GET DETAILS OF THE BOOK FROM 

CLOUD THROUGH INTERNET 

SEND APPROPRIATE SIGNAL TO THE 

BOEBOT VIA BLUETOOTH 

GET SERIAL INPUT DATA VIA 

BLUETOOTH 

GRAB THE OBJECT 

MOVE IT TO ITS CORRECT LOCATION 

RETURN BACK 

ST0P 

SORT THE BOOK 
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FOR counter = 1 to 100 

PULSOUT 650 to pin 13, 850 to pin 12 

PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to 100 

PULSOUT 500 to pin 14 
NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to 135 

PULSOUT 850 to pin 13, 650 to pin 12 

PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to 45 

PULSOUT 650 to pin 13, 750 to pin 12 

PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

ELSE IF move=2 THEN 

FOR counter = 1 to 50 

PULSOUT 650 to pin 13, 750 to pin 12 
PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to 100 

PULSOUT 650 to pin 13, 850 to pin 12 

PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to 100 

PULSOUT 500 to pin 14 

NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to 135 

PULSOUT 850 to pin 13, 650 to pin 12 
PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to 38 

PULSOUT 750 to pin 13, 850 to pin 12 

PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

ELSE IF move=3 THEN 

FOR counter = 1 to 85 

PULSOUT 750 to pin 13, 850 to pin 12 

PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to 100 
PULSOUT 650 to pin 13, 850 to pin 12 

PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to 100 

PULSOUT 500 to pin 14 

NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to 100 

PULSOUT 850 to pin 13, 650 to pin 12 

PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

FOR counter = 1 to 82 
PULSOUT 750 to pin 13, 850 to pin 12 

PAUSE for 20 ms 

NEXT 

END IF 

GOTO starter 

STOP 

B. Pseudo code for android barcode scanner 

START  

Private Button buttonScan, previewButton, 

linkButton,TextViewauthorText, titleText 

Call onCreate() 

STOP 

START onCreate 

buttonScan = new Button(R.id.scan_button) 

previewButton = new Button(R.id.preview_btn) 

linkButton = new Button(R.id.link_btn) 

authorText = new TextView(R.id.book_author) 

titleText = new TextView(R.id.book_title) 
SET Visibility off for previewButton 

SET click listener for buttonScan and previewButton 

STOP 

START onClick with View v 

IF v.getId()= R.id.scan_button THEN 

CREATE a new IntentIntegrator as „scanIntegrator‟ 

Initiate Scan on scanIntegrator 

ELSE IF v.getId()= R.id.link_btn THEN 

CREATE a new Intent of BluetoothConnect.class as 

„webIntent‟ 

SET data v.getTag() in webIntent 
START webIntent 

ELSE IF v.getId()= R.id.preview_btn THEN 

CREATE a new Intent of EmbeddedBook.class as 

„previewIntent‟ 

SET data v.getTag() in previewIntent 

START previewIntent 

END IF 

STOP 

START onActivityResult 

GET result from IntentIntegrator in „scanningResult‟ 

DECLARE String scanContent and scanFormat 

IF scanningResult!=null THEN 
scanContent=scanningResult.getContents() 

scanFormat=scanningResult.getFormatName() 

ELSE 

CREATE a toast „No Book scan data received‟ 

DISPLAY the toast 

END IF 

IF scanContent!=null THEN 

IF scanFormat!=null THEN 

IF scanFormat = “EAN_13” THEN 

previewButton.setTag(scanContent) 

DISPLAY a toast „Book Scan‟ 
CREATE a String bookSearch to get book details for 

Google Books API 

CALL GetBookInfo.execute(bookSearch) 

END IF 

END IF 

END IF 

STOP 

START doInBackground with String… bookURLs 

Create Stringbuilderbookbuilder 

FOR String bookSearchURL:bookURLs 

CREATE HttpClientbookClient 

CREATE HttpGetbookGet with bookSearchURL 
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CREATE HttpResponsebookResponse = 

bookClient.execute(bookGet) 

CREATE StatusLinebookSearchStatus = 

bookResponse.getStatusLine() 

IF bookSearchStatus.getStatusCode() = 200 THEN 

Create HttpEntitybookEntity = bookResponse.getEntity() 
CREATE InputStreamReaderbookInput with bookContent 

CREATE BufferedReaderbookReader with bookInput 

CREATE String lineIn 

DO 

bookBuilder.append(lineIn) 

WHILE lineIn=bookReader.readLine()!=null 

END IF 

NEXT 

RETURN bookBuilder.toString() 

STOP 

START onPostExecute with String result 

CREATE String check=”Not Started” 
SET previewButton as visible 

CREATE JSONObjectresultObject with result 

CREATE JSONArraybookArray 

GET JSONArray “items” from resultObject 

CREATE JSONObjectvolumeObject = 

bookObject.getJSONObject(“volumeInfo”) 

SET titleText as “TITLE: 

“+volumeObject.getString(“title”) 

CREATE StringBuilderauthorBuild 

CREATE JSONArrayauthorArray = 

volumeObject.getJSONArray(“authors”) 
FOR a=0 to authorArray.length() 

IF a>0 

authorBuild.append(“, “) 

END IF 

authorBuild.append(authorArray.getString(a)) 

NEXT 

SET authorText as “AUTHOR(S): 

“+authorBuild.toString() 

CREATE booleanisEmbeddable as 

Boolean.parseBoolean(bookObject.getJSONObject(“acces

sInfo”).getString(“embeddable”)) 

IF isEmbeddable = True THEN 
SET previewButton as Enabled 

ELSE SET previewButton as Disabled 

END IF 

STOP 

C. Pseudo code for android Bluetooth module 

START 

Private Button find,ListView 

lv,BluetoothAdapterBA,TextViewtv,ArrayAdapter<String

>adap,BluetoothSocketmSocket,OutputStreamoStream,  

Private static final UUID SPP_UUID 

Call onCreate() 

STOP 

START onCreate 

SET find = new Button(R.id.button5) 

SET lv = new ListView(R.id.listView1) 

SET tv = new TextView(R.id.textView1) 

SET adap = new 
ArrayAdapter(R.layout.simple_list_item_1) 

SET adapter adap on lv 

SET onItemClickListener on lv 

SET move = getIntent().getExtras().getInt(“move”) 

CALL checkBT() 

SET findListener on find 

CALL registerReceiver with br and new BluetoothDevice 
found intent 

STOP 

START onItemClickListener 

AdapterViewav 

View v 

Int item 

Long mylong 

String selected, address 

BluetoothDevice device 

 SET selected = lv.getItemAtPosition(item) 

SET address = selected.substring(selected.length()-17) 

SET device=BA.getremoteDevice(address) 
Call writeData(device) 

STOP 

START writeData with BluetoothDevice device 

CREATE secure socket with device using SPP_UUID as 

mSocket 

CONNECT with mSocket 

GET Output Stream from mSocket as oStream 

WRITE „move‟ on  oStream 

DISPLAY a Toast “Written” 

CLOSE oStream and mSocket 

STOP 
 

START checkBT 

SET „BA‟ = BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter() 

IF „BA‟ == null THEN 

SET „find‟ as disabled 

DISPLAY a toast “Your device doesn‟t support Bluetooth” 

ELSE 

SET „find‟ as enabled 

SET „tv‟ as enabled 

IF „BA‟ is enabled THEN 

„tv‟.setText(“Bluetooth is enabled”) 

ELSE 
„tv‟.setText(“Bluetooth is disabled”) 

END IF 

START intent 

BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_REQUEST_ENABLE 

END IF 

SET „find‟ as Visible 

SET „tv‟ as Visible 

SET „lv‟ as Visible 

STOP 

START findListener 

CLEAR the adapter „adap‟ 
START discovery for „BA‟ 

STOP 

START BroadcastReceiverbr 

START onReceive with Context „context‟ and Intent 

„intent‟ 

String „action‟ = „intent‟.getAction() 

IF BluetoothDevice.ACTION_FOUND.equals(„action‟) 

THEN 
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BluetoothDevice „bt‟ = 

intent.getParcelableExtra(BluetoothDevice.EXTRA_DEVI

CE) 

ADD name and address of „bt‟ to „adap‟ 

Notify dataset changed to „adap‟ 

STOP 
STOP 

D. Pseudo code for android embedded book 

START EmbeddedBook 

Private WebViewembedView, StringBuilderhtmlBuild, 

String isbn, Bundle extras 

SET embedView as R.id.embedded_book_view 
SET javascript enabled for embedView 

SET extras as getIntent().getExtras() 

IF extras!= null THEN 

Isbn = extras.getString(“isbn”) 

END IF 

SET InputStreampageIn to open 

embedded_book_page.html 

SET BufferedReaderhtmlIn as new 

InputStreamReader(pageIn) 

SET htmlBuild as new StringBuilder(“”) 

DECLARE new variable lineIn of String type 
WHILE lineIn=htmlIn.readLine() != null  

Append lineIn to htmlBuild 

END WHILE 

CLOSE htmlIn 

String embeddedPage = 

htmlBuild.toString().replace(“$ISBN$”, isbn) 

STOP. 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The experiment was successfully implemented using 

barcodes of books. Since barcodes come in many different 

types to identify books, the EAN-13 format is used. Barcode is 

a very good and efficient way to find information about the 

books using the Google Books API.Connecting robots to 

cloud make robot possible to exploit the enormous resources 

of cloud in terms of storage and computing powers. Thereby 

making robots no longer be limited by their own individual 

memories and programs [5].  

The next phase dealt with the reception of shelf number by 

the Boebot using Bluetooth transmission and moving to the 
correct shelf. Alongside, in android programming, other aspect 

of the experiment includes Bluetooth device scanning, pairing, 

and sending data.  

The last phase of the programming was to link all the 

modules into one and make the working of the whole 

experiment perfect. The Bluetooth module with the barcode 

scanner module of the android program was linked in this 

phase [12]. Ultimately the android modules became one single 

android application. Then, as the shelf number was sent to the 

Boebot via Bluetooth transmission, changes cloud is made 

over the number of exact moves required to move the robot 

from one shelf to the other. The whole experiment was linked 

as the android application scanned the barcode, sent the 

barcode detail to the Google Books API, got back the book 

details, sorted the books according to the book detail, and sent 

the shelf number to the Boebot‟s easy Bluetooth module via 

Bluetooth transmission. The Boebot first scanned the area for 

any book-like object. If it found one, it stopped for the 

instruction of the android application. After getting the shelf 

number, it grabbed the book and moved to the appropriate 

shelf and returned back to its home position. 

VII. LIMITATIONS 

There are some limitations which must be taken care of. 

First of all, since the Boebot is low cost and low scale robotic 

kit, it is not veryefficient. It suffers from odometry, which can 

lead to the robot turning away from the object. The infrared 

LEDs can also be a little faulty at times, leading to non-

stoppage of the Boebot even though the object is in front of it. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

In the future, there is a lot of work that can be done. Since 

there is information on only 6 barcodes to be scanned and their 

details retrieved, details of all other books could be found but 

not sort them. It can be implemented using a database where 

the information about all the books and their types pre-hand 

are stored. 

Moreover, the idea can be improvised to organize not only 

books, but other objects that we see in our day to day life 

which uses barcode. 

IX. SNAP SHOTS 

 
Fig. 3 Boebot stops when it detects an object. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Android applications scanning the barcode in a book 
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Fig. 5 Boebot grabbing the book and taking it to its appropriate shelf 
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